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The produce landscape is 
changing. But you don’t 
need me to tell you 
that.

From demographic 
shifts and flavor trends 

to burgeoning new technologies, our 
industry is evolving and, with it, the 
demand for more innovative strategies and 
store-level engagement at retail. Here, at The 
Snack Magazine, we have been keeping our eyes 
downfield and our boots on the ground to bring 
you relevant news from around the industry and 
beyond.

In this issue, you will meet the man leading 
United Supermarkets’ fresh produce concept 
through its 100th year in business. Discover why 
Wenatchee, Washington’s Chelan Fresh has a 
business model rooted in family and innovation. 
Read about the road less traveled with 
California Avocado Commission’s President, 
Tom Bellamore. Be sure to check out a round-
up of  some of  Melissa De Leon’s and Jessica 
Donnel’s favorite product picks from CPMA’s 
last show in the city of  Calgary.

Looking to Pledge Local? Learn how Baldor’s 
new turnkey solution takes the bulk of  the work 
off of  foodservice clients’ plate and allows the 
company’s team of  expert buyers to substitute 
commodity items with comparably priced 
local alternatives whenever they are available. 
And that is just the short-long of  it. Interested 
in the possibilities of  virtual and augmented 
reality? We’ve been busy creating virtual reality 
experiences in grape vineyards, greenhouses, 
citrus packinghouses, and brick-and-mortar 
retailers by utilizing immersive 360 degree 

imaging with the Ricoh Theta S camera. 
Hoping to better manage your work 

orders? Famous Software is evolving 
its program with a new Work Order 
Module to increase productivity 
and efficiency for companies large 
and small.

From industry up-and-comers, 
mavens, and product innovators—

The Snack is where we dig a little deeper, 
unearth the personal stories, triumphs, and 
all the hurdles in between, whether you 
have generational ties to the industry, or are 
just beginning your journey into the world 
of  fresh produce. Our craft is far from an 
afterthought, each editorial design and 
structural element is deliberate and made 
with precision and intention. Whether it’s 
where we place an ad in the magazine or 
how we stylize our layouts, we consider 
each issue of  The Snack as a single 
cohesive narrative from start to finish.

We have much, much more to bring you, 
so just think of  this as a teaser. I truly hope 
you enjoy the June 2016 issue of  The 
Snack, brought to you by the creators of  
AndNowUKnow.

Cheers,

Jordan Okumura
Senior Editor
AndNowUKnow and The Snack

EDITOR’S LETTER
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KATHARINE GROVE
Marketing Specialist, CMI

MY FAVORITE THINGS

While some of  us may opt for a local Starbucks or Pete’s Coffee in the early morning 
here on the West Coast, this Addison, Michigan-native turns to her Bialetti espresso 

maker and picking cherries at sunrise. With Washington treefruit and marketing 
innovation top-of-mind, we just had to know, what are some of  her favorite things?

7 Grilled Cheese & Apple Sandwiches

6 Wineries4 Fall

1 Bialetti Espresso Maker

8 Hiking 9 Cherry Picking

5 The Wenatchee River

My Journal32 My Niece

3
“Each morning, I 
sit down with my 
journal. This is 
my place to dream 
and to set goals.”

6
      We have so many great 
wineries in our valley. Give me a 
glass of  Cab and I’m happy!”
“

7

”

“      I am 
an absolute 
sucker for 
grilled cheese 
and apple 
sandwiches. 

2
“I absolutely 
love being an 
aunt, and 
spoiling my 
niece will 
never get old!”

“I love hiking the hills when the cherries, 
pears, and apples are in blossom.”8

4 “Fall is my favorite time of  year. You 
cannot beat a Pacific Northwest fall.”

“Nothing beats 
picking and 
eating cherries 
at sunrise.”

9
5

“I love spending my Saturday 
afternoons rafting the 
Wenatchee River.”

1
    I always start 
my day with 
arguably the best 
coffee in the world 
from my Bialetti 
espresso maker.”

“
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the ball’s in

Your mentality on the court could help 
you win your dream job

your court

s a tennis player, aka “weekend 
warrior,” I’m used to failing and 
forgetting.

Over the years, tennis has actually helped me 
get better at both failing and winning. In tennis, 
you’re out there by yourself, solving problems on 
the fly, one point at a time.

Tennis is a lot like life, and surely life in the 
produce business. Much like in tennis, where 
you can actually end a match with more points 
won but still lose the match overall, in produce, 
“You’re only as good as your last load.” 

How many times have I heard that over the years? 
And, like tennis, this business is riddled with 
failures and wins.  Either way, you learn and move 

on to the next thing, whether it be a point, order, 
game, load, set, season, match… or job.

Just today I found myself quoting to a job 
candidate a line from famed tennis player turned 
commentator/tennis philosopher, Martina 
Navratilova: “If you have a winning strategy, stick 
with it. If you have a losing strategy, then change 
it.” It’s simple, but sometimes hard to do.  

When things are going well, we often think it’s 
time for a change. “If it’s not broke, break it! Make 
it better! Improve it before your competitor does! 
Cannibalize yourself first.” The list goes on, and, 
in certain scenarios all those statements make 
sense. However, I can’t tell you how many times 
I’ve resisted changing a winning strategy and 
then won the match. When that happens, I am 

A
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almost always amazed that the other person did 
not, and/or could not, do anything to change the 
momentum.

Conversely, I have been on the receiving end of 
this situation, getting my tail kicked but kept on 
the same losing play!   I was either too stubborn or 
oblivious at the time to change my game to adjust 
to my opponent’s winning ways.

Similarly, a candidate/friend called me recently 
and he was notably frustrated. He had been 
sending out his resume to select companies, 
and getting some phone and face-to-face 
interviews, but still no win (new job) yet! He 
shared his frustration and the fact that he has all 
the credentials, experience, skills, and desire to 
qualify for and perform these jobs. My advice? 
“If you have a winning strategy, stick with it. If 
you have a losing strategy, change it.” I admit, I 
was happy to interject a famous tennis player’s  
philosophy  into the conversation. But it’s so true!

To that end, we discussed changing up his resume 
to accentuate his unique attributes that were 
not conveyed on the resume. This particular 
person’s professional experience does clearly 
demonstrate their sales experience, sales ability 
and relationships. So, we came up with a new 
strategy to present these skills. I recommended 
that he develop a page to accompany his resume 
that clearly demonstrates his sales experience, 
skill-set, and customer relationships. He is also 
going to speak with a few people he interviewed 
with to receive some constructive criticism.

He is creating a new strategy. And if this doesn’t 
work, he’ll adjust his strategy from there until 
he finds a new approach that works. I do hope 
he’ll also adopt the tennis players’ other gift 
of short-term memory! Win or lose, the point 
is over and you move on, but LEARN along 
the way. I know that seems difficult, but what 
it really means is that you learn intellectually 
and let go emotionally. The point is that sports 
and life are far over-weighted in failures, so we 
just need to move on to the next point. It takes 
practice, but it can be done.

Rex Lawrence, 
Founder & President 
of Joe Produce was 
born & raised in Salinas, 
CA. His 29 years in the 
produce industry include 
positions in senior 

sales, marketing & management for some of 
the industry’s leaders. Rex and his team truly 
understand that finding the perfect “fit” is about 
more than matching a skill set with specific job 
requirements.
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a Dozen
years
a ur organization allows the 

family-owned farm to service 
the big retailer. Everyone 
shares in the costs, the risks, 

and the rewards,” Mac Riggan says  
when summarizing Chelan Fresh.  

Costs, risks, and rewards. These are 
things Mac says are inherent when 
you choose the life of  farming treefruit. 
Chelan Fresh’s Marketing Director 
sits with his co-pilot, Marketing 
Manager Kathryn Grandy, as the two 
explain how this entity came to be, 
transforming family farms into a single, 
far-reaching arm for Washington 
treefruit.

That arm has a deeply-rooted 
foundation in family and cohesiveness, 
looking to build a trust between 
everyone involved from the orchards to 
the office.

“We have grown to become one of  the 
largest premier suppliers in the country, 
but we are first and foremost a family 
of  famers,” Kathryn says. “Whether 
they are in families that support 
growers, or are growers themselves, 
there aren’t many here that aren’t 
somehow involved in the growing side 
of  the industry.”

Activities like an annual bowling night 
to remember a lost team member and 
monthly soccer matches pitting “front 
of  house” versus “back of  house” 
keep the departments and companies 
cohesive and playful.
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“We come up with silly team names 
and it helps to bring down that barrier 
between the people on the sales side 
and the people on the packing side,” 
Mac says while laughing over names 
like “Hard Core” and “Rejected Load.”

“It helps create a cohesive unit where 
everyone isn’t working for their 
colleagues, but for their friends,” Mac 
explains.

Chelan Fresh growers trust their 
workers so much that many have made 
farm hands into farm owners, making 
for an interesting change in culture for 
the region. “In Washington, the faces 
of  the growers have changed,” Mac 
says. “Workers from Mexico have had 
an opportunity to buy from owners, 
and have continued the family values 
and strong work ethics necessary to 
farm successfully.”

He knows first-hand the importance of  
keeping the working bonds strong. “I 
grew up on a cherry farm with my dad, 
and the thing about a family business is 
there’s nowhere to hide,” Mac laughs as 
he talks triumphs and turmoils of  being 
in such a business, having worked every 
side of  the orchards from picking, to 
loading, to marketing. “Everything from 
the growing to the box, I’ve been a part 
of. And on a family farm, you work 
hard, many times in a stressful situation, 
making farming one of  those businesses 
that need a good support system to stay 
in long term.”

And that is what Chelan Fresh offers 
the growers that make up its team: a 
support system that allows small family-
owned farms to maximize their return.

Chelan Fresh has roots more than 
100 years deep into Washington soil, 
melding itself  together as Gebbers 
Farms, Chelan Fruit Cooperative, 
and MAGI, in August of  2004.

“The vision was to create a larger 
base of  fruit growers to better supply 
retailers,” Mac explains, elaborating 
that the buy-side was consolidating 
quickly at the time and family farms 
needed the resources to match. Now, 
just shy of  its 12th birthday, Chelan 
Fresh has been at the helm of  a 
number of  treefruit innovations in 
labor, sustainability, food safety, and 
its quest to bring both flavor and 
convenience to the consumer.

For the past seven years, Chelan 
Fresh has worked with the H2A 
Program, hiring workers from both 
Jamaica and Mexico, and the loyalty 
its growers have formed with their 
workforce has been far-reaching. 

“Chelan Fresh growers utilize the 
guest worker program to supplement 
their domestic work force, providing 
employees with excellent housing, 
transportation, even recreational 
facilities for laborers,” Mac says.

This operation, Kathryn and Mac 
both share, has had a significant 
positive impact both stateside and 
abroad, giving people valuable work 
experience in Washington.

Outside-of-the-box ideas like this 
program flow over into Chelan 
Fresh’s practices and operations as 
well. Technology and sustainability 
fuel Chelan’s efficiency, from 
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We are first 
and foremost 
a family of 

farmers.
-Kathryn Grandy



“While part of  our focus with the 
smart lid was differentiation, it was 
also to incorporate the convenience 
factor,” Mac explains, adding that 
convenience is what consumers love. 

“Usually the highest consumption 
rate is in foods bought out of  
convenience, such as convenient 
stores and vending machines. That is 
why we want to offer innovations like 
Cup O’ Cherries.”

So what can we expect in the 
future from a company that loves 
the people as much as the produce, 
cultivating a far-reaching family tree, 
if  you will, of  growers?

This, too, Mac and Kathryn are 
tight-lipped about, but something 
tells me there is plenty in the pipeline.

With deep roots, a vision, and an 
eye on innovation, it will be exciting 
to watch Chelan Fresh continue to 
blossom.

mitigating water use, to lowering 
the amount of  electricity used, and 
bolstering food safety practices.

“Most of  what we are doing in the 
name of  food safety we have been 
doing from the beginning,” Mac 
explains, stating that growers have 
already been doing for years what 
is now being mandated across 
the industry. “You are naturally a 
steward of  your own backyard.”

Another key focus for Chelan, 
that trends are aligned with, is 
flavor. Mac tells me that now more 
than ever flavor is an important 
component that the company is 
rising to meet.

“We are seeing the consumer 
becoming more purposeful about 
what they are eating, which 
bodes well for our company 
and for the industry,” Mac says, 

explaining that consumers’ taste 
buds were hijacked when World 
War II necessitated prepared foods 
containing an excess of  salt and 
sugar. “Now, after eating candy and 
drinking soda, kids today don’t taste 
the sweetness of  a cherry or a grape. 
But that’s beginning to change as 
consumers become more aware 
about what is going into their bodies.”

A product that has an opportunity 
to shine at this turn in consumer 
demand is Chelan’s Orondo Ruby 
cherry, a wholly different offering, 
Kathryn informs me.

“Grower Marcus Griggs found a tree 
in his orchard that was producing 
lush cherries. They were ripening 
earlier, bigger, and providing a more 
vibrant blush color,” Kathryn says. 
And the cherry was more different 
than Griggs could imagine. “He 
found that it actually had a different 
DNA than other cherries on the 
market, and so became a completely 
new cherry variety.”

The result is a sweet treat, exclusive 
to Chelan Fresh, that is offered as a 
limited, high-quality variety in the 
cherry category.

Additional innovations include 
standout varieties like the naturally 
small, but widely popular, Rockit 
Apple and Cup O’ Cherries with 
the “smart lid” that Mac says is more 
than just a point of  standing out in 
the store.
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HANDKERCHIEF MINZANO ® PASTA

1 lb fresh pasta
¼ cup olive oil
4 cloves garlic, thinly sliced
2 cups halved SUNSET® Minzano® 
tomatoes
¼ cup pine nuts
16 basil leaves, hand torn
⅛ tsp Kosher salt

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare 
recipes visit www.sunsetgrown.com.

servings: 4

Heat a large pan to medium heat. Add olive oil and sauté garlic 
until lightly browned. 

Add chopped tomatoes and stir for a couple minutes until the 
tomatoes start to soften. Add pine nuts and salt. Reduce heat to 
simmer.

Bring a large pot of  salted water to boil. Once boiling, place fresh 
pasta ribbons into boiling water and cook for two minutes. Strain 
and add to sauce.

Portion and plate then garnish with torn basil, freshly grated 
parmesan, and cracked black pepper.

1

2

3

4

SUNSET® Minzano® 
tomatoes
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THE FAST 
THE FAST 

THE FAST  & 
THE FAMOUS
THE FAST & 
THE FAMOUS

BY LAURA HILLEN

oday you’re “in”, but what 
about tomorrow? In the ever-
changing, fast-paced world 
that is the produce industry, 
staying one step ahead of 
the competition is key. To 
keep that top spot, you need 
the software and production 
tools to stay in front of the 
game-altering innovations.

“Today, everyone uses paper and clipboards to 
manage production,” Heather Hammack, President 
of Famous Software, tells me. “You don’t see 
flatscreens showing important sales or production 
metrics everywhere you go, and you can’t follow 
your products through the production chain 
with total visibility and instant adaptability. The 
Work Order Module changes all of that for the 
production floor.”

This is a new, obtainable reality that Famous 
Software now offers for produce industry 
shippers and distributors through its Work Order 
Module (WOM); operations free from common 
miscommunications and lag of information, 
ensuring that users have the resources they need 
to deliver on customer commitments.

T
Joined by her team at Famous Software, 
Marketing Coordinator Ashley Ricchiuti and Sales 
Manager Natalie Kaita, Heather elaborates on the 
company’s expanding focus to provide efficient 
software solutions for distributors and shippers 
who service value-added products. A solution, 
Heather tells me, that is embodied in the high-
tech WOM innovation and its guarantee to get 
the right product to the right customer in the 
shortest time.

Today, we are shipping approximately 
35 million units of vegetable items 
and some fruit.

We’ve all worked hard together on the 
same challenges, pushing forward 
to take it to the next level. Famous 
has been very cooperative and very 
helpful, and we always seem to be 
successful.

—David Black, Pacific 
International Marketing (PMI)

Estimated Time of Completion of each Value-Added 
Product on the production line
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THE FAST 
THE FAST 

THE FAST  & 
THE FAMOUS
THE FAST & 
THE FAMOUS

Sun World productivity has scaled up since 
switching to Famous Software. The major 
reason is the new Work Order Module 
from Famous. The Work Order Module 
offers Sun World a comprehensive set of 
tools and features to assist in managing 
our proprietary/branded grape varieties. 
Famous’ Work Order Module addressed our 
operational difficulties, allowing individuals 
to automate repetitive business processes. 
This results in higher quality, reduced time-
to-market, shortened lead times, higher 
productivity, and lowered costs.

—Kris Long, Sun World 

International LLC
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Serving as the proverbial workhorse of inter-department 
communication, the WOM is able to give users an empirical 
view of the entire work order process from the moment the 
order is first put into the system to its repack and delivery, 
providing instant calculations and overviews of an order’s 
cost and resources.

In an industry constantly immersed in a barrage of news and 
advances in robotic-armed technology, Famous Software 
seems to have found its own breakthrough in this intuitive 
module specifically for fresh produce suppliers.

Seamlessly integrated with Famous’ Oracle-based ERP package Multiple views to support production management and 
production line crews

Famous says that its software adapts to any-sized operation, 
ensuring that worldwide distributors will continue to run 
a seamless, efficient operation while still providing a set 
of comprehensive tools for the small, local shipper whose 
success is contingent on an error-free operation. “We want 
to ensure that Famous users are managing their resources 
in the most effective way, from produce, to labor, and to 
capital,” Heather says.

When asked to walk me through an example of how the 
module changes operations, Natalie expounds, “That’s 

where the module really becomes interesting, to both shippers 
and distributors. This software offers control parameters 
throughout the entire production. For every action and each 
stage of the order, there is a foresight and  enhanced ability to 
control the process, which drastically increases users’ ability to 
efficiently complete orders in line with customer expectations.”

To start, a work order can be initiated by the sales team, where 
the module’s detailed interface then unfolds in a myriad of 
instinctual advances as the order moves through the WOM’s key 
role in production.

From that point on, the module keeps each department easily 
in sync with the needs of the specific order, from checking 
inputs, to managing needed resources, scheduling its 
production, and assigning outputs and priorities.

“The module offers users a unique opportunity to maximize 
their production opportunities and enhance the value of their 
software on the production floor, which makes our customers 
more successful and profitable organizations,” Natalie says 
as we discuss the innovative new features of the module. 

WORK ORDER LIST

1. WORK ORDER 
CREATED

2. INGREDIENTS CHECKED
FEATURES
Seamlessly integrated with 
Famous’ Oracle-based ERP 
package

Ability to initiate Work Orders 
directly from a Sales Order line

Multiple views to support 
production management and 
production line crews

Recipes and Bills of Materials to 
manage all input requirements

Easy-to-use, detailed interface 
for proper raw material and line 
order management

Ability to group similar items 
into one production run 

Estimated Time of 
Completion of each Value-
Added Product on the 
production line

Create customer-specific 
case tags automatically

Comments give line crews 
special instructions for 
product that’s being created
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One such feature the team highlights, is the WOM’s ability to 
group similar and finished orders into one production run, 
increasing efficiency gains.

But the visibility to data, inserts Ashley, is a point that 
Famous really tries to drive home with the module. “Its 
versatility of clarity is essential. Giving visibility to the 
required labor, ingredients, supplies needed for an order, and 
changes that need to be made instantaneously is what could 
set a company apart in production quality and quantity.”

Whereas small details could once get lost in the bustle of 
an order’s movement, each facet is now accounted for, and 
visible, to every department and user. In addition to this 
high-tech fluidity, team members are able to update and 
notate the order throughout its progression to consistently 
streamline production.

Comments give line crews special instructions for product 
that’s being created

“It’s all about the mentality that this industry is based 
on, ‘What are we going to make tomorrow, and let’s plan 
accordingly,”’ affirms Heather.

That forward-thinking mentality is what makes, arguably, 

the module’s greatest function extend past the quick 
adaptability of its performance to the versatility it offers for 
the companies which use it.

 “Our real goal here, is that this module can be easily 
utilized and implemented by any-sized company. From the 
worldwide companies, to the smaller regional operations, 
the WOM is a simple asset that can drastically improve 
operations,” explains Heather. “That kind of performance is 
possible when software is just as customizable and easy to 
use as the wide range of people who intend to use it. And in 
this industry? Those possibilities make all the difference.”

With images of a work order updating just as fast as its users 
can address its needs, I believe her. Software matching 
lightning quick changes that a standard paper file can’t 
seem to contend with, suddenly seems like a complete 
overhaul to permanently change the output potential for 
industry shippers and distributors.

The little details of any type of production add up. Thinking 
of all the small facets of communication, resource changes, 
commodity updates, and estimated time of completion, I 
would rather have my pile of small details funneled into 
a system of increased efficiency, rather than the weighty 
compilation of its inverse.

WORK ORDER OVERVIEW
5. CUSTOMER SPECIFIC CASE 

TAGS GENERATED

4. PRODUCT CREATED

PRODUCT 
SHIPPED

3. LINES ASSIGNED & RUN PRIORITIZED

2. INGREDIENTS CHECKED
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herries are not the only produce item 
cultivated to perfection in the ideal climate 
on Stemilt Hill. Beginning at the turn of the 

20th century, the Mathison family planted their first 
fruit trees atop this famous homestead in Wenatchee, 
Washington, igniting a tradition that has thrived, like 
a fine wine, for five generations. 

Stemilt Creek wines are nurtured by the wisdom 
and passion of vintners Kyle and Jan Mathison, who 
attentively engage in every stage of the growing 
process, touching the life of each grape from the soil 
to the glass. 

From the crisp night air and long days of sunshine, 
to the uniquely-crafted organic compost tilled on 
location at Stemilt Hill, the fusion of each element 
provides the smooth, complex flavor that Stemilt 
Creek wine is known for.  

Named after family members from the past, Stemilt 
Creek wines are thoughtful, and just like their World 
Famous Fruits, full of flavor. If you like a bold red, try 
A Day’s Work, or enjoy a refreshingly sweet white wine 
on a summer day with Sweet Adelaide. 

Beyond making a trip to Stemilt Hill to see the grapes, 
you can enjoy Stemilt Creek wines by joining their 
wine club. Enjoy 30 percent off six bottles with twice a 
year delivery. Contact one of two tasting locations to 
start your membership or to learn more about Stemilt 
Creek Wines, where heritage, passion, and love all 
converge to create award-winning wines.

c

LIBATIONS

by jordan okumura

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:
stemilt creek winery

Tasting Room Locations

Wenatchee, WA
110 N Wenatchee Ave.
Wenatchee, WA 98801
509-665-3485

Leavenworth, WA
617 Front Street, Ste 4A
Leavenworth, WA 98826
509-888-5357
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BLUEBERRY CLAFOUTIS

½ cup fresh organic blueberries
1¼ cup almond milk
½ cup white sugar
½ cup brown sugar
½ cup flour
3 eggs
Pinch of  salt

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare 
recipes visit www.hgofarms.com.

servings: 4

Preheat oven to 350℉.

Mix almond milk, sugar, eggs, salt, and flour together with electric mixer.

Grease a 9-inch pie pan with a little butter, and pour about a ¼-inch deep 
layer of  this mixture into the pan. Place in oven for about 7–8 minutes 
until the layer is slightly firm.

Remove from oven and place blueberries evenly onto the pre-cooked 
custard layer, then cover blueberries with remaining custard mixture. 
Blueberries should rise to the top of  the pan. 

Return pan to oven for 45–55 minutes until lightly browned and fork test 
comes out clean. Custard will likely rise and then sink a bit (this is to be 
expected). 

When slightly cool, sprinkle with powdered sugar or serve with fresh 
whipped cream. 

1
2
3

4

5

6

Blueberries
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SAVORY BLUEBERRY PIZZA

1 lb pizza dough

1½ cups grated mozzarella cheese, 
divided

½ cup crumbled gorgonzola cheese

4 oz diced pancetta (can also use bacon or 
ham if  pancetta is not available), cooked 
and drained

¼ cup thinly-sliced red onion

1 cup fresh blueberries

¼ cup thinly-sliced fresh basil

Pinch of  freshly ground black pepper

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes 
visit www.pinterest.com/naturipe.

INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

WTF { what the fork }

DO I DO WITH ?

servings: 2

Preheat oven to 450°F.

Lightly flour a work surface.

Pat and stretch dough into a 10 by 14-inch oval; place on a large baking sheet.

With a fork, pierce dough in several places.

Leaving a 1-inch border, sprinkle dough with half  the mozzarella, the 
gorgonzola, pancetta, and red onion.

Bake until crust is golden brown, 12 to 14 minutes.

Sprinkle blueberries and remaining mozzarella over pizza; bake until cheese is 
melted and crust is golden brown, about 2 minutes longer.

Remove from oven; top with basil and pepper.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8

Blueberries
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BLUEBERRY
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BLUEBERRY
THE MIGHTY

Now known as one of America’s favorite berries, what do the numbers 

have to say about the journey of the mighty blueberry? From consumer 

demand and purchasing drivers, to target demographics and a growing 

social presence, see the breakdown as we give you a snapshot into this 

evolving category.

As blueberry consumption rises, production of 
blueberries has also increased to meet demand. 

NORTH AMERICAN HIGHBUSH PRODUCTION

1995 2005 2010

Vo
lu

m
e

ESTIMATED GLOBAL BLUEBERRY
PRODUCTION IN 2017:

1.45 BILLION LBS.

$1.5
BILLION

IN 2015,

REACHED

UP 7%
VS

2014

IN RETAIL

IN THE U.S.
SALES

508 million lbs.

305 million lbs.

193 million lbs.
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In the last five years, North American per capita blueberry 
consumption has increased by nearly 50 percent, with 

blueberry consumers trending younger and more diverse.

hiiiTHE CONSUMERCONSUMER h

WOMEN

BLUE-
BERRIES

AGE 25-44
(AN AUDIENCE 
WITH ROUGHLY
$2 TRILLION
IN PURCHASING

POWER) SEE

AS ENHANCING 
THEIR EVERYDAY

LIVES.

66%66%
“I feel good when I eat blueberries.”

53%53%
“When I add blueberries to my 
grocery cart, I feel better about my 
purchases.”

64%64%
“Blueberries make snacks and meals 
more enjoyable.”

WHAT ARE THEY SAYING
ABOUT BLUEBERRIES?
WHAT ARE THEY SAYING
ABOUT BLUEBERRIES?

BLUE-
BERRIES
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PURCHASEPURCHASE
DRIVERSM

M
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CONSUMERS
WHAT DO

LOVE ABOUT
BLUEBERRIES?

}

}

5

Health benefits
84.0%

Taste
81.2%

Easy to eat
61.2%

Versatile
43.5%

Kids like them
18.5%

*Respondents gave multiple 
responses for this poll.

mkllllllllllllllllTHE OFPOWER
SOCIAL MEDIA
Respondents were very likely to 
purchase blueberries based on 
the information they see and 
learn on their preferred social 

media sources. 57.36% of 
respondents gave a likelihood 

of 7 or higher (10 being 
extremely likely).

Source | U.S. Highbush Blueberry Council
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BY  JESS ICA DONNEL

THE ROAD LESS 
TRAVELED

TOM BELLAMORE:
CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION’S



he scene is set in the backcountry 
mountains of  Southern California. The 
dew is still on the leaves, the air is crisp, 
and the light is just beginning to peek 
through the trees. This is where you can 
find the leader of  California Avocado 
Commission (CAC), President and CEO 

Tom Bellamore, not sifting through stacks of  paper on his desk, 
but atop his noble steed and partner in crime, D.C.

So, are he and D.C. riding off into the sunset to ignore Tom’s 
presidential duties? Not a chance. Tom, the man at the helm of  
ensuring that California avocados are the premium avocados in 
the market, tells me his long rides with his horse each weekend 
are actually one of  the most important factors in what makes 
him so effective as a commission President.

“During my meetings at the Commission, I’ve gotten a bit of  
a reputation for finding ways to sneak a picture of  my horse 
into board presentations. Now you may think that’s just me 
trying to get a few laughs and find excuses to show off my horse, 
which it was,” Tom laughs. “But mostly, it’s a reminder. We’re 
all very focused on the serious business of  growing demand for 
California avocados, but if  we want to be effective at doing that, 
we need to have balance in our lives. I’m not the kind of  CEO 
who thinks your only passion should be avocados—there needs 
to be much more than that.”

That passion, for both his backcountry explorations and for 
maximizing market opportunities for California avocados, is 
what sets Tom apart from someone who just serves the bare 
minimum of  their title. That is palpable when hearing him 
speak about his mission for the Commission. Under his 
leadership, CAC developed “Vision 2020,” and update, “Vision 
2025,” outlining the desired direction for California avocados. 
CAC, under Tom, is constantly evaluating market opportunities, 
trade, and consumer targets—all in an effort to be lead horse 
for the avocado industry.

So where does that hunger to lead the pack for avocado sales 
come from? Tom’s background is actually not from the warm 
and welcoming riding trails of  California where he so eagerly 
makes his home, but as a biologist in the northernmost parts of  
Alaska.

A graduate from the University of  Alaska at Fairbanks with 
a B.S. in biology, Tom spent many of  his post-college years 
studying the icy north, before joining the Alaska Seafood 
Marketing Institute in Juneau. That position introduced him to 
the world of  commodity marketing, where he has spent the rest 
of  his career. 

In 1985, he left Alaska, and over the next seven or eight years, 
worked for several different commodity groups from seafood, 
brandy producers, and the cotton industry, to peas and lentils, 
where he met who would become one of  his biggest mentors, 

T
“one-man lobbying team” and Council Manager, Harold 
Blain. Tom says he still meets with Blain annually, not only 
to catch up with a good friend, but to get the advice of  an 
industry board authority with wisdom to match.

“Harold Blain was the pea and lentil industry—he basically 
formed the boards himself  in a very innovative way,” Tom 
explained to me as he reminisces on one of  his favorite 
stories of  Harold’s unique personality. “I had only been 
there about a week when Harold summoned me to his 
office one rainy morning, and his tone suggested he had 
an important purpose in mind. To my surprise, he had 
me follow him down to the basement, where he asked 
me to help him with a 30-foot ladder. Next thing I know, 
we are propping the ladder up against the outside of  the 
building, with the wind blowing, as Harold ascends to 
change a burned out light bulb. I will always remember that, 
because it really struck me how he cared so much for the 
industry—that he was willing to take risks and do whatever 
was necessary to keep things running properly. That was the 
case whether he was in Washington, D.C., at the office of  
the Speaker of  the House, or at the industry headquarters 
back in Idaho. It was really extraordinary to see his level of  
commitment and it was wonderful to have that guidance 
early on and still to this day.”

Here, Tom became an expert in export marketing, running 
programs in 23 countries worldwide using USDA’s Targeted 
Export Assistance program. In 1992, he met and married 
his wife, who was a Louisianan by birth, but was living in 
San Francisco and loved the Golden State. That latter fact 
was an important element in bringing him to the California 
Avocado Commission (CAC), and its California location, in 
the early 1990s. 

“When I started at the Commission, keeping California 
growers safe from invasive pests was a top concern. Because 
I’m trained as a biologist, I could understand grower 
concerns at a deeper level,” Tom explains. “There was a legal 

Tom presenting to the CAC board
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When Tom isn’t tasking himself  with combatting avocado pests 
or searching for the perfect work-life balance on the horse trails 
of  Southern California, he’s heading ground-breaking advertising 
campaigns like the new, “California by Nature,” which showcases 
the fact that California avocados are not just made in California, 
but made of California. This campaign is not only visually 
stunning, using a retro, pop art vibe, but speaks to a millennial 
demographic that is craving authentic and meaningful imagery.

If  you ask Tom, however, you’d be hard-pressed to get him to 
take any of  the credit for these accomplishments. In fact, he’s 
known by the entire California avocado board as being someone 
quick to attribute his accomplishments to his team at the 
California Avocado Commission.

“If  I’m going to ask something of  my staff members, I have to be 
ready to do it myself, just like the lesson I learned from Harold 
Blain,” Tom says. “There’s nothing that’s above my job—you 
need to be willing to do any task to better the organization. The 
culture we’ve established at the California Avocado Commission 
is one of  supporting each other. We are all passionate about what 
we do, we encourage each other to grow and learn, and we strive 
to find the perfect work-life balance. ”

So where does Tom see himself  and D.C. riding off to next? 
Expect many more trails for this dynamic duo in the future, both 
personally and professionally.

aspect to the pest issue, as well. Within a few years, I set about 
getting  my master’s degree in business administration, and 
then my law degree while going to school at night. I became a 
member of  the California Bar in 2003 and joined the D.C. Bar 
soon after. It takes so much to know every aspect of  the avocado 
industry—there are so many facets.”

That extensive array of  education set him up perfectly to become 
Senior Vice President and Corporate Counsel of  CAC, and 
eventually led to being named President of  the Commission in 
2009. For the past seven years as the Commission’s head, Tom 
has led the organization through a period of  transformation, 
including CAC’s now ground-breaking California avocado 
grower campaign. 

As fate often has a way of  unfolding, Tom is once again coming 
up against the challenge that he started with at the Commission, 
as well as his specialty—pests.

“The avocado industry is very dynamic. After nearly four decades 
since the Commission began, the industry is still confronted 
with new and challenging problems, but our growers have 
always been very resilient. The latest one is a nasty pest-disease 
complex that just surfaced three or four years ago,” Tom relays 
to me when I ask him what issues have been keeping him 
and the California avocado industry up at night. “While it’s 
not widespread yet, its lifecycle makes it extremely difficult to 
eradicate. It’s been daunting, but we’re up to the task.”

CAC Staff, Fallbrook 2016

Bellamore with USDA-APHIS Deputy Administrator Osama El-Lissy Melanie & Tom Bellamore





ake a moment and insert yourself into this 
scenario: You know you have something 
innovative, new, and ground-breaking at 
your operation. A new packinghouse, a 
cutting-edge production line, your latest 

crop—if only you could get the right set of retail eyes on it, you’d 
be able to clinch that deal you’ve been dreaming of for months. 
The only problem? Those retailers’ schedules are booked 
months, maybe a year in advance. So, do you spend that next 
year waiting, letting your competitors catch up to that state-of-
the-art technology you’ve so passionately developed? 

What if you didn’t have to?

With the Ricoh Theta S 360 degree camera, that real-time visual 
data that you so desperately wish you had at your fingertips 
is now exactly that—just a button click away, and at a cost-
effective price. Whether you’re a retailer looking to cut out that 
one extra business trip to tour a facility, a marketer looking for 
the next captivating presentation tool for your company’s latest 
tech, a farmer looking to get up-to-the-minute eyes on his or 
her acreage, or a real estate developer experimenting with new 
architectural possibilities, the Theta S can help you get your 
business done in a way that feels like it’s straight out of a science 
fiction novel. 

Effortlessly creating a 360 degree, panoramic graphic, which 
can be viewed on Youtube, Facebook, or with a VR headset, was 
once reserved for professional photographers with the budgets 
to match. Over the last year, the developments in home 360 
photography and video have been staggering. You can now 
purchase a 360 degree camera that promises high-quality and 
immersive imagery, but at a price point that is actually cost-
effective for a business.

We aren’t just touting this new technology for its possibilities. 
AndNowUKnow has been utilizing the Theta camera for the 
past six months, from our trips down to Mexico’s fertile growing 
regions to Leamington, Ontario’s high-tech greenhouse 

operations. We have been able to show growers and retailers 
alike, the real-time capabilities that make the camera so 
enticing. Having that powerful technology right in my pocket, 
and being able to shoot a 360 image and send it right to the 
other person’s smartphone in a matter of seconds, reaffirmed 
my belief that the Theta camera could be the next wave of 
produce industry innovation.

Of all the 360 degree cameras on the market now, the Ricoh 
Theta S is, pound for pound, the best immersive VR camera out 
there. At $349.95 you’ll be able to shoot in 1080p HD at 30fps 
for up to 25 minutes at a time. The camera comes with its own 
built-in wifi, and the cherry on top: the Theta S allows you to 
livestream your 360 degree imagery, with instant feedback from 
the camera to transfer footage to your phone or mobile device 
without bulky wires or cables. 

Past iterations of the 360 degree camera have suffered from 
exactly that pitfall—bulkiness. The Snack staff started our 360 
degree camera journey with the Iris 360, and while we were 
amazed at the capacity of the technology, just one year later, 
the sleek, higher-resolutioned Theta S was blowing it out of the 
water. Roughly the size of a chocolate bar or a first-generation 
iPod, the Theta S can fit in your pocket, but still comes 
standard with a tripod mount and all the high-end shutter 
settings you’d expect from the most professional conventional 
cameras. The Iris 360 not only lacked video, but came with 
none of the extra features that make the Theta S an obvious 
choice for investment.

Bottom line: The Theta S is the high-end, cost-effective 
presentation tool of the future. Whereas you’d once have 
to factor in tight schedules, industry politics, and most 
importantly, costliness, into getting the right eyes on your latest 
operational innovation, now all you need? A Theta S and a 
smartphone, or better yet, a VR headset. Take your operation 
into the next stage of technological ingenuity with the Ricoh 
Theta S 360 degree camera.

T
Discover: 
Ricoh Theta S by Robert Lambert
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Lens

High-Speed WiFi

LED Indicators

LED icons allow you to check 
the status of the main device 
at a glance.

Shutter speed can be set from 
1/6400 seconds to 60 seconds.

Ricoh Theta S

$349.95
https://theta360.com/en/

New Wi-Fi module enables high-
speed transfer of images shot 
with THETA to your smartphone.

360° Videos or Still Images

From still images to long movies, 
record your memories in a vivid, 

high-resolution 360° world.

Live View

Check the exposure and 
white balance while 
shooting, using the 

dedicated smartphone 
app.

HD Live Stream

Share all the surprises 
of the world of video in 
real time. 360° images 
can be streamed live!

Speakers

Microphone
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GOOD LIFE ORGANIC™ LEMON BROWNIES

¾ cup all-purpose flour
¾ cup sugar
1 stick salted butter (softened)
½ cup cream cheese (softened)
2 eggs
3 tbsp fresh-squeezed lemon juice from 
Good Life Organic™ lemons

For glaze:
1 tbsp lemon juice from Good Life 
Organic™ Lemons
½ cup powdered sugar
Lemon zest

For more organic, delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare 
recipes visit www.good-life-organic.com.

servings: 9-12

Preheat oven to 350℉.

Line 8x8 baking pan with parchment paper and spray it with cooking spray.

Beat cream cheese and butter together. Add in the eggs one at a time. After 
mixing thoroughly, add in sugar and lemon juice. Mix well.

Add flour carefully in batches and mix.

When the batter is thick, scoop it into the pan and smooth it to the sides 
with a spatula. Bake for 20 minutes, and remove from oven. Let it cool for 
30 minutes.

While brownies are cooking, prepare the lemon glaze by mixing ingredients 
together.

When brownies are done cooking, remove them from the oven and let cool. 
Pour lemon glaze on cooled brownies right in the pan. Add additional zest 
on top of  glaze to add more color and a lemony zing to the brownies.

1
2
3

4
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Organic Lemons
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INTRODUCING MUCCI FARMS’ NAKED LEAF LIVING LETTUCE & HERBS.

m ucci Farms is bringing 
consumers from root-to-
table in their own kitchens 

this year, with the company’s 
newly-debuted Naked Leaf Living 
Lettuce and Herbs. Seeking to 
invigorate mealtime and bring a 
new level of “fresh” to at-home 
chefs, Naked Leaf products are 
hydroponically grown and then 
harvested with the roots still intact 
and resting in a soil plug/small 

plastic cup. This means they’re still 
alive and growing when purchased. 
Crisp, refreshing, and alive, 
Mucci Farms seeks to maximize 
flavor opportunities and offer 
prolonged shelf-life. These Naked 
Leaf products are presented 
in high-graphic, high-visibility 
sleeves, with a patented design 
and display-ready solutions. 
Grown in Mucci Farms’ state-of-
the-art greenhouses, Naked Leaf 

Living Lettuce & Herbs are great 
for salads, soups, sauces, and 
sandwiches. Mucci Farms is 
offering several varieties of lettuce 
this year, including green butter 
head lettuce, Salanova green and 
red, a TRIO mix as well as arugula, 
basil, watercress, and much, 
much more! Visit Mucci Farms 
at United Fresh Booth #2232, to 
check out this exciting line of 
Naked Leaf innovations.
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II
by Laura Hillen

f you’re looking for an 
unexpected twist for your more 
common dessert confections, 
end your pastry quest with the 

bright, lavender yam, ube. Although 
its flavor and color are mostly used for 
sweeter dishes, ube—a true yam—has 
been known to be the prime feature in 
many a mixed vegetable casserole or 
egg roll variety.

With Malayo-Polynesian origins, and a 
frequent feature in Filipino dishes, world 
admirers of Southeast Asian culture and 
cooking from India to Japan will recognize 
ube’s name and application in both 
savory and sweet dishes. Most commonly 
noted, however, is ube’s dazzling range of 
purple colors and sweet taste in gourmet 
creations. Served cold, as a frosting or 
filling, or as the base to a cake, ube’s 
creative limitations are few when salivating 
over new dramatic recipes for tarts, filled 
rolls, flavored milks, jams, savory bakes, 
cookies, or ice cream.

HISTORY

• Purple Yam

• Beniimo

• Guyana Arrowroot

*Not to be confused with other dessert tubers, such as the Stokes 
Purple® Sweet Potato (which has a sweet flavor, dark lavender 
exterior, and bright purple flesh), or the Okinawan Sweet Potato 
(a different shade of purple, with a similar sweetened taste)

• Ten-Months Yam

• Water Yam

• Winged Yam

ALSO KNOWN AS...

• Rich in Vitamins A & C

• Pair with coconut or cheeses for enhanced flavor

• Potassium-filled (great for replenishing electrolytes or 
regulating blood pressure)

• Bake or boil ube before mashing for cooked dishes

• Full of antioxidants and anthocyanin pigment

• Folklore medicinal uses: anti-inflammatory, digestive aid

NUTRITIONAL VALUE

COOKING TIPS

FLAVORTREND

WATCH OUT!
Look for ube in your local Asian market. Even as ube gains 
popularity amongst Western cooks, other purple root vegetables 
are still commonly mislabeled with its name. Keep an eye out for 
ube’s bark-like skin as you shop.

Sources | www.tarladalal.com · www.sfgate.comTHESNACK.NET / 49
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ith more and more tomatoes 
making headway in the snacking 
category, Houweling’s is introducing 

its Signature Selection Premium line 
with the popular Sweetoms Premium 
Grape Tomatoes. Houweling’s Signature 
Selection Tomatoes deliver a high-
flavor eating experience that includes 

outstanding texture, appearance, 
and consistent quality. All of 

Houweling’s Signature Selection 
Tomatoes have the specific 

seed variety declared on 
the pack, aligning with 
the company’s desire to 

differentiate its brand and 
highlight its investments in 

high-quality variety selection.  For 
Sweetoms Premium Grape Tomatoes, 
Houweling’s marks each pack with the 
variety “Sweetelle.” This ensures that 
consumers who seek out Houweling’s 
Signature Selection Tomatoes will 
consistently enjoy a premium eating 
experience. Signature Section Sweetoms 
Premium Grape Tomatoes are available 
in 2 lb. clamshells, 2 lb. Top Seal bowls, 
or 1 dry pint clamshells. Locally grown 
at Houweling’s greenhouse farms in 
California, Utah, and British Columbia, 
the company’s tomatoes are available 
year-round.

INTRODUCING HOUWELING’S 
TOMATOES® SWEETOMS PREMIUM 
GRAPE TOMATOES.

W
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SKILLET PIZZA WITH HEIRLOOM TOMATOES, 
GOAT CHEESE,  AND BASIL

6 Houweling’s heirloom tomatoes; 3 
sliced, 3 chopped
1 cup flour
⅛ tsp salt
2 tbsp olive oil
¼ cup Houweling’s basil
1 clove garlic
½ medium onion
¼ cup water
¼ cup goat cheese
1 tsp ground black pepper
½ tbsp dried oregano

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-
prepare recipes visit www.houwelings.com.

servings: 4

Preheat oven to 450℉. In the bowl of  a food processor, add the flour, salt, and 
olive oil. Pulse a few times, then with the motor running, gradually add the 
water until the dough comes together. Let it run for another minute. 

Dust with flour and let the dough rest for a few minutes. (If  you do not have 
a food processor, you can use a stand mixer, or a mixing bowl and a wooden 
spoon.) Once the dough comes together, dump it out onto a floured surface and 
knead for about 5 minutes, until the dough is smooth and elastic.

For the sauce, mince the onion and add to a pan over medium heat with a 
splash of  olive oil. Add a pinch of  salt and cook for 3 minutes. Add minced 
garlic and cook for another 2 minutes. Chop up 3 of  the tomatoes and add 
to the garlic and onion with the dried oregano. Cook for another 8 minutes, 
adding a splash of  water if  it gets too dry. Allow to cool.

Place a cast iron skillet over medium heat. Roll out your dough on a floured 
surface until it is slightly larger than the skillet you are cooking it on. Drizzle 
olive oil in your skillet and gently press the dough down into the pan. Ladle in 
your tomato sauce, then top with sliced tomatoes, goat cheese, and a pinch of  
salt and pepper. Once the bottom of  the crust is crispy, place it on the top rack 
of  your oven for another 5 minutes, or until it is golden brown and bubbling. 

Cool the pizza on a wire rack for a few minutes before slicing and adding the 
basil leaves, as they will discolor from heat.

1

2
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5

Heirloom 
Tomatoes
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Local: moving
Baldor Specialty Foods

the needle

n their offices in the 
South Bronx, just a few miles 
from Manhattan, Benjamin 
Walker and his team are 

meticulously reviewing the tailored 
produce programs that Baldor 
Specialty Foods delivers to its 
clients each week and day. With 
sourcing capabilities at Benjamin’s 
fingertips, he could pull product 
from anywhere in the world, but 
with Baldor’s new Pledge Local 

program he’s looking to develop 
relationships a little closer to home.

“Baldor is perfectly primed to scale 
the regional food movement and 
make some noise in the market 
right now. We have the customer 
base, the logistical know-how, and 
the marketing platforms to really 
educate and communicate to the 
industry what we have to offer,” 
Benjamin tells me. As Baldor’s 

Director of  Marketing and Business 
Development, Benjamin is the 
driving force behind the company’s 
latest brainchild.

Local is a growing trend, and Baldor 
is responding to a need at the 
restaurant, dining, and corporate 
level for more products that meet 
the chef ’s desire to tie their menu 
creations to a more community-
driven ideology. This is something 
that has been growing, and loudly 
surfacing, through menus with the 
drive to diversify and differentiate 
food offerings. And while some may 
say that a tomato is a tomato, Baldor 
does not.

The next level in local sourcing is here.

Baldor Specialty Foods’ new Pledge Local program is a 

turnkey solution that takes the time and labor out of 

going “local” for chefs and foodservice partners.

I

by Jordan Okumura

Photograph of  Satur Farms in Long Island, NY, 
by Sebastian Arguello
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“We have been able to double our 
local sales every summer now for the 
past couple years,” Benjamin says. 

“Recently, Baldor has been focused 
on small boutique farms, which are 
really the cornerstone of  our local 
program. Chefs are looking for 
different varieties that you wouldn’t 
find in the major commodity market 
and variations of  local ingredients, 
but they do not have the time to 
follow each changing region or 
research every offering. It is a rat 
race between chefs trying to find the 
next fresh, local, and cool ingredient 
that is interesting and not only 
trend-sensitive, but possibly trend-
making.”

Navigating the “local” season can 
be a bit tricky, but with Baldor’s new 
Pledge Local program, restaurateurs 
and chefs are discovering a support 
system and program innovator to 
take their menus to the next level.

Essentially, this is how it works: 
Take the pledge and Baldor’s team 
of  expert buyers will substitute 
commodity items with comparably 
priced local alternatives whenever 
they are available, in whatever 
radius your company defines as 
its local program. With the pledge 

comes the opportunity to examine 
your purchasing behavior with 
verifiable metrics that demonstrate 
the company’s local commitment 
while also getting more familiar with 
Baldor’s grower partners. Either way, 
the company will send you the best 
local options.

Currently, Baldor positions products 
from Portland, Maine, all the way 
to the North of  Virginia. One of  
the really exciting resources a client, 
or potential client, can utilize, is a 
search option available directly on 
the company’s website that allows 
a company to pop in whatever zip 
code suits their fancy and find out 
what farms and produce options 
are nearest to them, or within their 
personal definition of  local. And it is 
all in real-time as Baldor continues 
to expand its grower base and 
customer-local purchasing program.

“A big issue with ‘local’ programs 
is that the price for produce can 

challenge a business’ bottom line,” 
Benjamin tells me. “We have worked 
into our model, a cost competitive 
local guarantee. This makes our 
program more accessible and 
beneficial to the customer.”

For Baldor, this program is all about 
execution, and not only delivering 
a better business model, but also 
evolving what local opportunities a 
business may already have in place. 
Based on sales, Baldor calculates the 
company’s local support score, and if  
that score falls below the requirement 
for certification, the company will 
offer whatever assistance is needed to 
get things rolling.

“Another benefit to this program 
is that we truly do our homework 
and build a program that also helps 
our clients bring new products to 
their menus and new local farms,” 
Benjamin adds.

Baldor’s goals are always evolving 

small boutique 
farms are 
really the 
cornerstone 
of our local 
program.

“ “

-Benjamin Walker
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and one question that continues to 
prevail is, “how do we get more local 
food into main supply channels?” It is 
a lot more difficult than most people 
think, Benjamin tells me.

“Everyone says they want to buy 
local, and support local farms but 
there is more talking than doing. So, 
essentially, Baldor is putting its money 
where its mouth is,” he smiles.

During the first week alone, Baldor 
signed upwards of  130 restaurants 
and hopes to sign well over 500 by the 
time the company gets into the thick 
of  things this summer.

This is a turnkey local solution for 
chefs, Benjamin adds. Baldor takes 
the initiative and allows its clients to 
concentrate on the larger vision for 
their foodservice businesses.

Benjamin gives me an example of  
how the face of  produce is changing. 

“Let’s say we are looking at tomatoes. 
There is a plum tomato code T02 
and a beefsteak tomato code T01. 

The customer and our internal 
sales team has gotten used to these 
codes and this was the case for the 
first 20 years of  our business. Our 
customers were used to the idea that 
in February and January tomatoes 
would come from anywhere from 
Florida, Texas, and Mexico. They 
were okay with the idea that we 
would buy the best options that we 
had for that time of  year from a 
wide array of  regions. But this is 
no longer good enough for today’s 
chefs. They want full transparency, 
organic options, they want to know 
growing practices… they want local.”

So instead of  having just one roma 
tomato or one beefsteak, Baldor 
offers, say, 100 types of  tomatoes 
from different options in just August 
alone. For a chef  who is always 
watching the clock, they don’t 
have the time and the resources to 
really put together a perfect local 
purchasing plan.

“Pricing is also key. One of  the main 

fresh

local

farm

fresh

local
community

fresh
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Chef Jessi Singh of Restaurant Babu Ji in 

NYC with tj murphy, Baldor Owner/CEo

TJ Murphy on a farm tour at tanimura & antle

we truly do 
our homework 
and build a 
program that 
also helps our 
clients bring 
new products 
to their menus 
and new local 
farms.

“

“

things we are seeing with East Coast 
customers is a rise in demand for local, 
but local garners much higher prices,” 
he says. So, what Baldor has done is it 
has tried to keep the local price within 
10 percent of  the main commodity 
price.

Now, when a Pledge Local customer 
calls Baldor and orders roma 
and beefsteak tomatoes they are 
automatically synced to a local 
code. Whether it is the Executive 
Chef  calling Baldor, or a team 
member calling late at night when a 
restaurant winds down, the company 
is guaranteed that it is always going 
to get that best local romaine, or 
local carrots and onions with the 
same quality and pack sizes and price 
within 10 percent.

What Baldor hopes to create is a more 
expansive segment of  customers that 

support local. The company knows 
that over time, it is going to be able to 
make a bigger commitment to local 
farmers, and with that, Baldor will 
be able to relinquish volume on main 
commodity codes that have a plethora 
of  sources. This will also enable the 
company to have more buying power 
in local communities.

“It also allows us to have the 
conversation with the farmer about 
economics,” Benjamin adds. “Let’s 
say I am speaking with a tomato 
grower. I can open up that dialogue 
about buying 100 of  their source-
specific tomatoes at ‘this’ price but 
since the commodity price is at X 
and you are at Y, you are not able to 
capture the local volume that comes 
with the pledge. By helping our 
growers understand the economics, 
we can have that more beneficial 
conversation where we can either buy -Benjamin Walker
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100 at $10 or buy 500 at $6, and that is 
a powerful discussion we can now have 
with those partners.”

Benjamin reminds me that this is, in no 
way, trying to replace Baldor’s national 
and international partners, which the 
company is going to need now, more 
than ever.

“We have the strongest partners in the 
country and the world,” he says. “While 
Pledge Local is important to us, we also 
have very short regional calendars. We 
don’t say goodbye to our West Coast 
partners, but the program allows us to 
increase our share of  the pie for those 
that want local and regional.”

Benjamin speaks to me about the 
direction that Baldor sees the program 
moving. It isn’t just about getting local 
farmers into 4-star restaurants that 
have the labor staff and the know-how 
of  supporting local farms, it is about 

getting into major corporate accounts 
like the Compasses and the Sodexos, 
as well as major hotels and major 
school systems. Baldor knows that it is 
about leveraging volume and creating 
economies of  scale in its original and 
regional food systems. Baldor helps 
local farmers grow more by taking 
the reins on marketing, logistics, and 
getting the produce into main supply 
channels.

“That is how we move the needle on 
selling more local product,” Benjamin 
says. “Focusing on main staple 
commodities for local programs with 
major corporate customers.”

From boutique farms to burgeoning co-
op growing companies, local is evolving. 
Where it may lack in scale, Baldor sees 
an opportunity. With growing demand, 
I am sure that this Pledge Local 
program will be on everyone’s menu, 
very soon.

Nyerere Francis, Baldor Receiving Manager

Arnaldo Padilla, 

baldor employee

Baldor web launch party in May 2015

TJ Murphy with Jill Kaplan, 

Crain’s Business Publisher
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Melon Madness
With a compound annual dollar growth rate of 1% in 2015, 

melons were purchased by 58.5% of U.S. households.

Dollars $1.1 Bil

Dollars % 
Change vs 
YAGO

+ 1.7%

Dollar Contribution to 
Produce Department   2.4%

Volume % 
Change vs 
YAGO

+ 8.2%

How were melon 
sales in 2015?
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Consumers spent an average of 
$14.21 annually on melons.

THE STATS

 

Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Specialty

Dollars

Dollars % 
Change vs 
YAGO

Dollar 
Contribution to 
Produce 
Department

Volume % 
Change vs 
YAGO

$331.8 Mil $74 Mil $13 Mil

2.2 % - 0.3 % 3.6 % 11.6 %

63.4 % 29.0 % 6.5 % 1.2 %

2.8 % 53.7 % 0.5 % 16.6 %

$726.4 Mil
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All summer long... 

CHERRY 
PICKIN’
In-season cherries throughout spring 
and summer for your sweet tooth! 

STACCATO®

SIZE: Large
COLOR: Vibrant, deep red 

to mahogany
FLAVOR: Super sweet profile

BROOKS:
SIZE: Large and uniform
COLOR: Dark red skin

FLAVOR: Moderately firm, sweet, with 
mild acids

GARNET:
SIZE: Medium to large

COLOR: Bright red
FLAVOR: Firm and sweet

SKYLAR RAE®:
SIZE: Large

COLOR: Golden yellow with a 
partial to full orange-red blush
FLAVOR: Very firm; the sweetest 

cherry you’ll ever eat

CORAL:
SIZE: Large

                COLOR: Rich red with glossy finish 
FLAVOR: Very sweet with low acidity

CHELAN:
SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red
FLAVOR: Sweet with 

moderate firmness

  SEQUOIA®:
SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red cherry
FLAVOR: Sweet, rich flavor

                         TULARE: 
SIZE: Medium to large

COLOR: Skin color is red
FLAVOR: Firm and sweet flesh

MAY june
+ BROOKS
+ TULARE
+ GARNET
+ RAINIER
+ BING
+ CORAL 

+ Chelan
+ brooks
+ sequoia®

+ Skylar Rae®

+ Rainier
+ bing
+ lapin

julY 
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All summer long... 

CHELAN:
SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red
FLAVOR: Sweet with 

moderate firmness

SWEETHEART:
SIZE: Medium to large, heart-shaped
COLOR: Deep red with purple hints

FLAVOR: Firm and sweet; mild acidity

LAPIN:
SIZE: Large to extra-large

COLOR: Mahogany
FLAVOR: Very sweet with underlying 

acidity and a pleasing complexity

                         TULARE: 
SIZE: Medium to large

COLOR: Skin color is red
FLAVOR: Firm and sweet flesh

ORONDO RUBY™:
SIZE: Extra large

COLOR: Golden yellow with high 
levels of red blush

FLAVOR: Dessert sweet with a 
crisp bite

    RAINIER: 
SIZE: Exceptionally large

COLOR: Distinctively golden 
colored cherry with a red blush

FLAVOR: Delicately sweet 
with extraordinary sugar levels

BING:
SIZE: Large, most recognized 

variety in the United States
COLOR: Deep mahogany red

FLAVOR: Firm, sweet, and juicy

SKEENA:
SIZE: Large

                     COLOR: Dark red, nearly black 
FLAVOR: Very firm and sweet

june julY aUG
+ SKEENA
+ STACCATO®

+ sWEETHEART
+ Skylar Rae®

+ Rainier
+ bing
+ Orondo ruby™
+ lapin

+ SKEENA
+ STACCATO®

+ sWEETHEART
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SKYLAR RAE ® CHERRY-ORANGE-JALAPEÑO SLAW

½ lb Stemilt Skylar Rae® Cherries, 
stemmed, pitted, and halved
2 navel oranges
2 cups mixed cabbage “slaw” 
(packaged grated green cabbage, red 
cabbage, and carrots)
⅓ cup sliced green onion
1 cup jalapeño pepper, cored, seeded 
and minced

For dressing:
¼ cup freshly-squeezed lime juice
1 tsp olive oil
1 tsp apple cider vinegar
1 tsp honey
1 tsp peach jam
Pinch of  salt

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare 
recipes visit www.stemilt.com.

1

yields: 6 cups of slaw

In a large bowl, combine cherries, orange segments, cabbage 
slaw, green onion, and jalapeño. Set aside.

In a separate bowl, whisk fresh lime juice, olive oil, cider vinegar, 
honey, and peach jam until jam is fully incorporated. Add a 
pinch of  salt to taste. 

Drizzle vinaigrette over slaw and toss until mixed through. Serve 
immediately or refrigerate.

1

2

3

Skylar Rae® 
Cherries
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A CENTURY

A century of growth, diversification, and a changing retail 
landscape have paved the path of evolution for this Texas-

based supermarket chain.  United Supermarket’s Director 
of Produce, Joseph Bunting, shares the details of the year-
long celebration and what’s to come for The United Family.



The 14th United Supermarket store was 
established in October 1954 at 1400 
Fannin Street in Vernon, Texas. This 

opening represented “The Supermarket 
with a New Dimension in Shopping 

Pleasure,” for the Texas-based retailer.

OF SUCCESS
by Jordan Okumura



his texas powerhouse 
has come a long way 
since its beginnings 
as a United Cash 

Store in Sayre, Oklahoma, in 1916. And 
by a long way, I mean a “66 stores in 36 
communities,” kind of  long. Now making 
its way through 2016, The United Family® 
is celebrating the 100th anniversary of  its 
flagship banner, United Supermarkets, and 
with new blood at the helm.

“The United Family is a different breed of  
animal, from the way we run our stores to 
the consumer loyalty we pride ourselves 
on, and the care we bring to honoring 
our supplier partners,” Joseph Bunting, 
Director of  Produce, tells me when I ask 
him how the retailer has adapted to the 
changing landscape over the years. “We 
have always been about differentiation, 
changing with the evolving demographics, 
and, at our foundation, developing long-
lasting relationships with the people we do 
business with. That is why we don’t call 
them our vendors, we call them partners.”

Since the company planted its roots in 1916, 
it has grown into a multi-banner, Texas-
based grocery chain. Currently, The United 
Family operates United Supermarkets, 
Market Street, Albertsons Market, and 
Amigos grocery locations, as well as United 
Express fuel and convenience stores, 
throughout West Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth, 
and Eastern New Mexico.

“For 2016, The United Family designed 
an entire year of  initiatives to benefit and 
improve the communities we serve and 
to communicate the core values of  the 
company Founder, Henry Dewitt Snell, 
during this 100th year,” Joseph says. “And 
no one knows how to throw a celebration 
like Texas.”

To kick off the commemoration, The 
United Family hosted a birthday party 

across all 66 of  its stores in January 
and gave away a total of  100,000 free 
cupcakes. Also in January, the company 
launched Shop to Support Schools, a 
donation program which will challenge 
community members to get involved and 
help improve the future of  local children.  
In addition, The United Family delivered 
140,224 pounds of  apples in April to eight 
food banks in the local communities it 
serves. 

“The Take a Bite Out of  Hunger™ 
program has allowed us to demonstrate 
our commitment to those in need in our 
communities,” Joseph tells me. “We try to 
give back as much as we can, to show our 
appreciation and support for the regions 
we call home.” This is The United 
Family’s fifth year participating in the 
Take a Bite Out of  Hunger™ program 
sponsored by FirstFruits Marketing of  
Washington, and every employee gets 
behind the effort.

Beginning May 31st, the retailer also 
initiated 100 Days of  Giving, presenting 
$1,000 to a different local nonprofit for 
100 consecutive days, totaling a donation 
of  $100,000. In addition, the company 
plans to donate 100,000 additional 
pounds of  food to local food banks in 
June in preparation for fall and winter. 
In the retailer’s lead-up to Thanksgiving, 
The United Family will also share its 
appreciation for area children’s hospitals 
in 12 markets by distributing 1,200 
special 100th Anniversary stuffed animals. 
And it doesn’t stop there.

“We also try to do a great job of  
supporting our local Texas growers. In 
July, we will host an expo that highlights 
Texas products and we look forward 
to partnering with Texas local and 
regional suppliers,” he tells me. “It is the 
relationships we build that really create 
a foundation for the success we want to 

maintain and grow at this level of  our 
operation.”

United has had quite a ride over the 
last century, beginning when the 
company moved its headquarters into 
the city of  Lubbock, Texas, in 1956 
when Jack Snell, son of  H. D. Snell, 
purchased three Taylor Safeways. The 
leadership of  Jack and his son, Robert, 
would bring United into its first era of  
expansion over the next four decades. 
By 1991, United stores were in 20 Texas 
communities.

In 1998, the company adopted a 
strategic growth plan creating new 
stores, innovative concepts, diverse 
market expansion, and self-distribution. 
That same year, Market Street was 
introduced in Wichita Falls, bringing a 
new concept focused on healthy meal 
solutions for busy guests to The United 
Family. There are now 15 Market Street 
locations, including seven in Dallas-
Fort Worth. United Supermercado, aka 
Amigos, entered the family in 2000, 
opening in Plainview and providing 
a blend of  traditional and cultural 
favorites for Hispanic shoppers in the 
Lubbock and Amarillo areas. Since then, 
Amigos has grown to be four-strong, 
as the company looks to continually 
expand as its communities do.

“Amigos caters to the growing Hispanic 
and ethnic demographics and allows 
us to do a better job of  serving our 
customer base,” Joseph adds. “Market 
Street is an upscale offering, without 
the upscale prices. Market Street offers 
more variety across artisan, natural, and 
organic products. The United banner 
also adapts to the needs of  consumers 
across different demographics, as does 
Albertsons Markets, and the produce 
departments will change depending on 
the demands of  that community and 

T
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Left to Right: HD Snell (Founder of United Supermarkets), Jack Snell (HD’s son & second 
company leader), Robert Snell (Jack’s son & third company leader)

Teamwork has been a cornerstone of The United 
Family for generations.



David Rosser, Produce Supervisor for United Supermarkets Dallas-Fort Worth/Eastern 
region, and Joseph Bunting

Left to Right: Darvel Kirby, Tommy Wilkins, Doug Trask, and Joseph Bunting

It is the 
relationships 
we build that 
really create 
a foundation 
for the success 
we want to 
maintain and 
grow.
-Joseph Bunting

“

”



David Rosser, Produce Supervisor for United Supermarkets Dallas-Fort Worth/Eastern 
region, and Joseph Bunting

It is the 
relationships 
we build that 
really create 
a foundation 
for the success 
we want to 
maintain and 
grow.

location. These formats allow us to keep 
our finger on the pulse of  the changing 
environment.”

As part of  a strategic branding initiative 
in 2013, United Supermarkets 
announced a name change for its parent 
company. United Supermarkets became 
known as The United Family™, which 
has helped to reflect the company’s 
multiple store brands and family history. 
Then, in December of  that same year, 
The United Family was acquired by 
Albertsons LLC.

While Joseph didn’t assume the role 
of  Director of  Produce until longtime 
United veteran Darvel Kirby retired 
in February of  2015, he had always 
been helping to lead the charge in the 
company’s evolution, even before the 
acquisition. Surprisingly to some, but 
not to Joseph, the company took it in 
stride. After becoming a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of  Albertsons LLC, and in 
order to take advantage of  operational 
and distribution opportunities, Albertsons 
realigned 12 locations under The United 
Family. These stores now operate as 
Albertsons Market stores in Midland-
Odessa, San Angelo, and Eastern New 
Mexico. But the acquisition was much 
more of  an alliance in Joseph’s mind.

“We did not know what to expect when 
Albertsons came onto the scene and 
the acquisition went through. But, I 
saw that we had similar go-to-market 
strategies and an aligned set of  core 
values. Albertsons has allowed us to 
operate much as we have, with less 
changes than you may have expected 
during these recent years,” Joseph tells 
me. “Part of  our appeal is that United 
has a competitive concept, and it allowed 
Albertsons to find that market penetration 
they wanted in Texas.”

You may think that at 97 years old, 
when United was acquired, there would 
have been some sort of  overhaul. But, 
Albertsons saw the retailer as a vast 97 
years worth of  retail innovation and 

experience, instead of  a 97 year old 
company to restructure.

“There have been some changes, of  course, 
but then again we have always been 
advocates of  change,” Joseph smiles. “It 
has been fun contemplating what the 
future holds for us.”

But while Joseph contemplates the future, 
we can rest assured that he has his feet 
rooted in the company’s history to keep 
him steady and grounded. So what did 
those early days look like for Joseph?

United Supermarkets hired Joseph in 
December of  1992. A very passionate and 
bright young man, Joseph paid his dues 
sacking groceries, checking the stocking, 
and eventually, produce. While he has seen 
the evolution of  the Market Street and the 
Amigo formats, his footsteps are evident 
in the history of  produce at United. Now 
at the helm, Joseph is building United’s 
strategies to adapt to the next 100 years. 
As more retailers move into the market, 
the retailer will need to find new and 
different ways to navigate the competitive 
landscape.

But in the beginning, it was really all about 
a pickup.

“Truthfully, I wanted to buy a truck and 
my dad told me I needed to have $3,000 
in the bank before he would help me. I 
had worked in the stores in high school 
and in college, in the produce department, 
but didn’t think it would become a career. 
When United Supermarkets decided to go 
into self-distribution, Jacky Pierce wanted 
someone he could train to be a buyer and 
so I joined him in 2000 and he took me 
under his wing. I spent a lot of  time simply 
learning the industry and I cannot tell 
you enough how much I appreciate that 
experience,” he says. “And you can bet I 
got that pickup.”

For Joseph, Jacky was not only a 
mentor, but a friend. Jacky Pierce was a 
longtime Produce Director for United 
Supermarkets, before he lost his battle 
with cancer in 2002. The United Family 
named the Jacky Pierce Charity Classic 

golf  tournament in his honor, an event 
still held annually.

“Jacky was dynamic and truly inspired 
my love for the industry. He brought an 
incredible level of  intensity and passion 
to the company,” Joseph tells me. “Jacky 
was about attention to detail, and that is 
something I adapted and absorbed while 
working with him. I feel lucky to have 
known him for that short time before he 
passed away. He has, without a doubt, 
been instrumental in setting me on this 
path and helping me accomplish what I 
have today.” 

Another key influence in Joseph’s life 
was Darvel Kirby, who taught him the 
business mentality and the strategic 
planning aspects of  the business. Darvel 
was Joseph’s supervisor when he was 
still working at the store level in Abilene, 
Texas, and for nearly 20 years mentored 
him in the produce business before 
he retired. Tommy Wilkins was also a 
major influence on Joseph’s career and 
mentored him on the buying side for 
almost ten years. Together they learned a 
lot and accomplished even more. 

“These mentors have taught me how 
relationships can carry you through 
the rough times, the bad weather, or 
changing consumer behaviors,” he says. 
In many ways, these mentors were both 
the gatekeepers and the people who 
provided Joseph a rite of  passage.

“United has always been known for 
doing the right thing by their employees, 
customers, and suppliers and with a level 
of  integrity that I respect. Take care 
of  the guests and the profits will come,” 
Joseph says. “And you really can see the 
loyalty throughout our company with 
an incredible amount of  20, 25, 30-plus 
year employees that still call United home. 
And I am one of  them.”

So what do the next 100 years look like?

If  the past repeats itself, then The United 
Family of  stores has a long story yet to 
tell, and the Texas following to help them 
tell it.
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   A piece of the�un in every bite 

Monterey Mushrooms, Inc. 
www.montereymushrooms.com 

Mushrooms are always in season! We have 9 farms around the country so 
you can offer your customers fresh, locally-grown mushrooms year round. 
Only Monterey offers a full line of white and brown mushrooms high in 

vitamin D and includes certified organic varieties.
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Monterey Mushrooms, Inc. 
www.montereymushrooms.com 

Mushrooms are always in season! We have 9 farms around the country so 
you can offer your customers fresh, locally-grown mushrooms year round. 
Only Monterey offers a full line of white and brown mushrooms high in 

vitamin D and includes certified organic varieties.
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MELISSA DE LEON, REPORTER

Melissa’s Picks
CPMA 2016

Twist-Ease’s Click-N-Go Twist-Tie 
Dispenser | If I were to choose an item 
that took me by surprise, this would be 
it. Something used every day but not 
appreciated—what produce department 
doesn’t have twist-ties?

So, innovations in this department is 
something that struck me. Twist-Ease’s new 
Click-N-Go boasts not only trimming refill 
time in half, but being able to load twice 
the amount of ties, enabling retailers to 
mitigate/eliminate twist-tie spills and cut 
down on cleanup costs. The result? A better 
experience on both the consumer and 
business sides.

1

Naturipe’s One-Pound Top Seal | 
When it comes to helping push berry 
consumption, Naturipe has been one 
of the leading proponents in pushing 
the retail one-pint standard to a one-
pound one instead. This snazzy Top 
Seal incorporates that push into the 
packaging trend gripping produce, and 
I’m loving it.

3

2 Village Farms’ Love Handles Grab n’ Go 
Bags | How can you not love a packaging 
series called Love Handles? Anyone who 
has followed my picks in the past has seen 
I’m a sucker for on-the-go convenience, 
and Village Farms answers that call with 
this series that showcases its exclusive 
products, provides ease for the consumer, 
and could make an aesthetic contribution 
to the produce department.

The Little Potato 
Company’s Microwave 

and Oven Ready Kits | Not 
only are these, again, incredibly 
convenient, but they were an 
offering that stood out on the 
floor because the packaging 
itself has a clean, crisp feel that 
takes preparable foods to the 
next level.

4Litehouse Food’s Pourable OPA 
| The OPA by Litehouse™ Greek 

Yogurt line has added new flavors that are 
on-trend with today’s demands, bringing 
sought-after tastes to a platform that 
also happens to be gluten-free for many 
consumers who normally can’t enjoy 
creamy dressings. Personally, I’d go with 
the Tzatziki Ranch, but I’d be lying if I said 
it wasn’t a hard choice.

5

ith over 230 exhibitors and 
nearly 3,000 attendees, there was 

a lot to take in at this year’s CPMA 
Annual Convention and Trade Show. 
Even the new product showcase was 
packed to the brim with over 50 new 
products, packaging, and innovations.

Didn’t get a chance to see it all? We 
are here to help! Here are a few items 
that caught our eyes and kept us 
coming back for more:

W
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JESSICA DONNEL, REPORTER

2

Jessica’s Picks
CPMA 2016

OrganicGirl’s Sweet Pea and 
Peppergreens Blends | I am such a 
nerd over flavored greens blends, and 
I’m adding these two new offerings 
by OrganicGirl to my list of favorites. 
Taking a page out of the sweet vs. spicy 
trend, the company is now providing a 
Sweet Pea and a Peppergreen variety. 
Sweet Pea offers baby greens blended 
with sweet pea shoots to create a 
crunchy salad with a subtle sweetness, 
while Peppergreens adds a kick of 
peppery heat to salads with a bold 
blend of baby mustard greens, arugula, 
spinach, and more. Something to suit 
everyone’s mood!

1

Grimmway True Organic Juices | To 
my delight, Grimmway had four new 
varieties of its popular True Organic 
Juices at the show. Now offering 
Kaleifornia, Blissful Beets, Apple 
Cherry Harvest, and Citrus Carrot, the 
company is expanding into new flavor 
trends in a big way. As I often say, juices 
like Grimmway’s are packed with the 
nutrients your body needs in a fast, 
easy-to-consume way. Pro-Tip: Apple 
Cherry Harvest tastes just like cherry 
pie without having to eat a sugar-
packed dessert. 

2

Chelan Fresh’s Orondo Ruby 
Cherry | Chelan Fresh had its 
Orondo Ruby cherries in the product 
showcase at CPMA, showing off a 
sweet and robust variety just in time 
for their late June harvest debut. 
With a vibrant red appearance and a 
golden-yellow flesh, the Orondo Ruby 
cherries not only look lovely, but 
provide a crisp bite with a big level of 
juiciness. What better way to get the 
industry ready for cherry season than 
a great, flavorful variety.

3 Red Sun Grape Tomato 
Family Picnic Pak | Red 

Sun Farms’ new Picnic Pak grape 
tomatoes gave our staff the perfect 
summery flavor to help warm up a 
breezy Calgary day. Featuring red 
grape tomatoes and either orange 
or Chef’s Collection tomatoes, 
the company’s Picnic Paks give 
consumers an easy way to take 
your tomatoes on any outdoor 
excursion. I can see this being a go-
to product for trips to the river this 
summer!

4 Schur’s New Net Bags | 
It’s no secret that packaging 

is a huge part of marketing your 
product, and, if you ask me, 
Schur’s new Net Bags are one of 
the most visually appealing ways 
to do that that I’ve seen recently. 
The netting not only allows you 
to see the quality of the product 
inside the bags, but allows the 
produce inside to breathe for a 
boost in shelf-life. I can see this 
brand of bagging becoming a new 
trend in packaging soon.

5
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